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iM Sports™ will be greatly expanding the number of colors available in its full arm
sports sleeve category for running, basketball, football and baseball.
November 19, 2013 (FPRC) -- iM Sports™ full arm sports compression sleeves are currently
available in five sizes and nineteen different colors as well as patterns. “From the start we’ve
understood that one size does not fit all and we’ve worked hard to offer the best variety around,”
explains Mo Nelson, founder of iM Sports. “We’ve been getting a large volume of requests from our
running, baseball and basketball customers for more colors,” continues Mo. As a result iM Sports
will be greatly expanding the number of colors available in the full arm sports sleeve category.
The new colors will be available this winter and will include Neon Orange, Neon Yellow, Neon
Green, Royal Blue, Purple and an updated shade of Pink. “Being a Southern California based
business means you’re either a Lakers fan or a Clippers fan and we can now match both team
colors!” exclaims Mo. The selection of neon colors were chosen primarily for runners and the
updated shade of pink is an attempt to more closely match the color which represents the fight
against breast cancer. iM Sports regularly donates a portion of its proceeds to the Breast Cancer
Research Foundation. “Having had skin cancer twice, I feel pretty strongly about helping to support
cancer research in all its forms,” says Mo.
Even with the expanded line of colors iM Sports sleeves will still be manufactured in the United
States in an effort to support American Manufacturing. Founder and owner Mo Nelson is a former
Marine and ex law enforcement officer. iM Sports is the sister company to Tat2X which
manufactures tattoo cover up sleeves that help employees comply with no visible tattoo polices at
work. The expanded line of colors will only be available in the full arm sleeve for select sports such
as running and cycling. iM Sports offers compression and sun protection sleeves in several
categories including baseball, basketball, cycling, fishing, football, golf, running, swimming and
triathlon sports. All iM Sports compression sleeves and apparel items are available online.
Contact Information
For more information contact Trip Albagdadi of iM Sports (http://www.imsportshq.com/)
(888)508-4801
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